By John Blankenship
In a recent interview, Mr. Al Zavelle, manager of the Tech Coop in the Student Union that will open in the new Tech Coop among the other campus stores on the east coast.

Mr. Zavelle remarked that with the Coop, students will be better served and find more fresh ideas and services, the new Tech Coop will be a better and more intensive display of what is already in stock at the present store.

The store, which entirely covers the first floor in print, will be divided into two halves, which are separated by the center by the entryway, lobby, and elevators. Part of that store is in the lobby, and the one in the lounge will remain open to serve late student needs. No changes have been made to the main store classes. According to what Mr. Zavelle called an "economic event," this section of the store will operate as long as best needs warrants. He added that closing hours will depend largely on the order. The Coop will be open from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. or later.

The Coop will be available for the student who, at the last minute, runs out of typing paper or feels the sudden urge for a certain popular magazine.

HCUA divides itself into two new groups
The Harvard Council for Undergraduates, in a move rarely seen on the campus, has totally reorganized itself.

The reorganization has been the principal organ of student government for Harvard undergraduates and was largely involved in national and regional issues, on the recommendation of the council's technical faculty committee to the administration concerning student opinion and wishes.

An executive committee of the HCUA recommended the abolition of HCUA last week; their mission was establish two new groups, one to co-ordinate "essential services" of student government and to "initiate laws of general interest."

Last Monday, the HCUA voted to divide itself into two. A motion to abolish student government, which was to a campus-wide referendum, was defeated.

Siebert to lecture
Prof. William Siebert will speak in the Bush Room at 4 p.m. tomorrow. He is professor of psychology, history, and political science, and a specialist in the history of technology.

The lecture is sponsored by the MIT Student Branch of the Institute of Electrical Engineering. It will be open to the public.

Chemical engineers touring Institute
In conjunction with the American Institute of Chemical Engineers meeting in Boston this week, the MIT Student Section of the AIChE has conducted guided tours of the Chemical Engineering Department. Guided tours of the Institute were also conducted under the auspices of the Student Activities Council (AARC) with AFO providing the guides.

The National Convention of the AIChE is being held from Monday until Thursday of this week at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in downtown Boston.

Nottingham died in Netherland; Served as professor of physics
Dr. Wayne B. Nottingham, professor of physics, emeritus, died in the Netherlands Monday. Professor Nottingham, who retired last June, was a member of the faculty for 35 years. In 1929 he founded the annual MIT Conference in Physical Electronics.

Fifty initiates enter into Eta Kappa Nu
Fifty undergraduates were initiated into the new Eta Kappa Nu chapter of the national engineering honor society Saturday night. Eta Kappa Nu is a national engineering honor society.

In addition to the students, Prof. C. Smith was admitted to the association as a Professional Engineer, and Professor McHenry presented leading the pledge banquet at Parcels's restaurant.

Dr. Nottingham's work in the field of physical electronics has been recognized by many phenomena; his most recent research dealt with the conversion of heat to electricity.

Dr. Nottingham's work in the field of physical electronics has been recognized by many phenomena; his most recent research taught the conversion of heat to electricity.